GENESIS Sound products series are developed to give listeners the chance to listen to
music close to nature mountain fresh air or nature forest fresh air that is full of
negative ions in our present urban designed society environments that we live in. The
products series are specially developed to remove "stickiness" in the air, harmonised
electromagnetic wave present in circuit or improved the air quality in a self define
space.
Technically speaking, Genesis Sound are combinations of different arrangements,
positions and shapes to balance the electrons in the atomic level of a defined space.
Purchasing a set of audio equipments, most of the time, sounds differently in a newly
installed location compared from hearing in the audio shop. The differences in sound
qualities are largely contributed by the electrons positioning differences in the newly
location. In layman terms, the air is different resulting from speaker design material\,
flooring materials, wall materials, colours, room obstacles and etc.
The greatest benefits of Genesis Sound is that these products series can help to save
cost to the already heavily invested audio/visual equipments. Commercially, in order
to achieve certain sound qualities, heavy investments or R&D are need to achieve
certain one type of particular sound design. However with Genesis Sound, every twist
and turn created vast amount of different sound qualities which are almost impossible
to achieve just by purchasing an equipments or accessories. Thus, in my point of view,
it has already surpass the "mark" of accessories but an important "Air/Electric Tuning
Device" to tune sound or draw out the equipments abilities that was designed to have
in the first place which was hinder by different in electrons.

CK1 (New Version)
Multipurpose type of music enhancing abilities. Jazz, classic, rock and etc. A
tremendous upgrade from the past version of CK-1 made of metallic materials.
It works by diminished "stickiness" in the air in a bigger define space created by the
user. This new CK1 will need about 5 days to 2 weeks to "run in" the room conditions.
To create the define space in CK1.
Basic:
- 5 pieces, 4 corners in a room forming a square or a rectangular shape. With
one piece in the center
- If the space define is too small, sound pressure may be too high. Thus, listener
feels ringing in the ears, music stays on ears, feel vomiting and etc. To overcome
these issues, redefine a bigger space. As long as the air in the room is not break or
separated, placing them as far apart as possible.
- The middle piece act as a control switch. Every turns or by bringing it forward or
backward will re-distribute the electron position in the room creating different
sound qualities. The middle piece will blind its frequency on whatever thing it is
place on. Have fun testing it !
Others methods of defining space:
- 4 pieces or 2 pieces or even 1 piece.
- these methods are for different usages of listening. For example, if a person

plays the flute, most likely one piece of ck1 is desire as the player will like to
direct all the sound frequencies surrounding him before projecting out to the
audience.
- Placing Ck1 on to sound source devices to modify electron position in the
equipments. Thus producing different sound abilities.

Mini
Used for electrical cable / optical cable / Genesis Sound CK-1 stand to improve the
performance of the cable.

Y-Pro
Y-Pro, strongest Genesis Sound series ever design, with many fine tuning abilities to
influence the sight and sound of a system.
As show in the picture above, the main wire is place in between a U channel with a
removable circular top. The whole systemwill be supercharge will Genesis Sound
effects and frequencies. A must to have if listening and or viewing movie from
computer or digital memory devices or wants to improve the efficient of audio or
visual system.
Y-Pro has been officially used in Public Places (Museum) for lighting and sound
installation in Japan.

Genesis Sound S
Genesis Sound S is used as a Main sound controller. By placing on the speaker, PC,
power amplifier, distorted or unnatural sound could be automatically adjusted.
Richness and smooth of sound could be heard. It can also replace the middle piece of
CK-1 for sound control.

Genesis Sound B-1
Mostly used in western housing design. B-1 has the abilities to open up the air in the
room and improve the low sound frequencies with richness and details almost
immediately. It is made of real Japanese Tatami.

CK-2 Pro
There is no AIR TUNING TECHNOLOY in the world that comes close to CK-2 Pro. It is
especially design (passive) to use for indoor and outdoor without compromising the
sound richness and smoothness that is pleasant for the listeners. It is used to removed
the sound defects present in large sound room or humongous halls design like theater
or concert hall or private sound studio.
Standard package comes with a middle piece and 17 plates to tune orchestral halls and
listening room. Basic know how is need to know how to tune with CK-2 Pro

TRY
Try water is supercharge with Genesis Sound energy. Placing on top of the sources to
remove the static from CD player, spraying in the air to help in thinning the air,
spraying into car body or CD or connectors to remove static or magnetic wave.
Spraying on instrument to bring out instruments sound abilities.

C1
Opening up the air in the speakers and balancing the low and high frequencies in the
speakers. Controlling the speaker sound direction. Harmonizing the speaker even
more if C1 is sandwiched between the speaker. Bringing out the speaker original
design abilities.

HK1
Thinning the air surrounding it and direct the sound direction. Intensity of the sound
increases more than before, refraction of sound become faster, stereo sound can be
produced, sound information become clear, unheard sound could be heard from

source, sound become lively. If place on electrical parts, less resistance to the
electricity flows

BSS
BSS is used to remove magnetic wave in the circuits. By placing BSS on power sources,
transformer, connectors and etc, magnetic waves produces will be cancel out, giving
less resistance to the flow of electricity. BSS is made from far infrared red material that
will produce in room temperature and balance out the magnetic wave. It is mostly
widely used in mobile phone to slow down the decay of battery life span.

